Fall 2015 Workshop
Coaching 101 for Higher Education

Join the Purdue Coaching Community for our Fall 2015 workshop on Friday, December 11, from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM in the Discovery Learning Research Center (Room 143 A & B). Registration opens at 8:30 AM. Refreshments will be served.

Please click here to RSVP by Wednesday, Dec. 9

Guests are welcome to attend all or part of the workshop, as their schedules permit.

Special thanks to the College of Engineering for sponsoring our refreshments.

What to Expect from the Fall 2015 Workshop

The PCC very broadly defines coaching as the promotion of self-efficacy and productivity. Using coaching in interactions with others can lead not only to more self-motivated, self-directed, and self-aware coachees, but also to enhanced, inquiry-based learning and performance and to improved persistence.

Purdue’s very own Cher Yazvac will talk about the basics of coaching in higher education, and professional coach Jane Creswell will teach us how our brains are wired to process questions and tuned to respond positively to coaching.

You will walk away from this workshop with practical application pieces and a greater ability to use key coaching skills both in higher education (advising, teaching, supervising, mentoring) and in your personal life.
Cher Yazvac

Cher Yazvac is the Associate Director for Career Development at the Center for Career Opportunities at Purdue University. She is a National Association of Employers and Colleges (NACE) faculty member for the Career Coaching Intensive workshop. Cher provides 60-70 career development presentations each year and works individually with students and alumni developing and implementing their career decisions and action plans. Cher loves teaching and likes to incorporate “play” into her presentations. Cher has held a variety of career services positions at Purdue since 1985 and has a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Science from Purdue University.

Jane Cresswell

Jane Cresswell, MCC serves as Chief Executive Officer for iNTERNAL iMPACT. Ms. Creswell is an innovator and leader in the emerging field of internal corporate coaching. She leveraged 17 years of product development and management experience at IBM to invent the role of “Organization Coach” and become the founder of IBM Coaches Network – a network of almost 500 coaches in 26 countries. At IBM, she focused her organization on achieving extraordinary results by individual coaching of the leaders at all levels of the organization. The members of that organization became the core members of a spin-off company where Ms. Creswell was Vice President of Organization Development. In addition to being “the coach” for the company, she led her staff to develop human resource processes that foster a coaching culture within a company.